MOTOCROSS Graphics Install
For Best Results

1. Temperature should be 70°F or higher (if not 70° must use heat gun on all graphics). With plastics on the bike, clean all plastics with a clean cloth and lots contact cleaner (3/4 or more of a can should be used on new plastic) (the more contact cleaner and prep you do the better your graphics will stick) turning the cloth over to keep a clean side down until plastics’s shine is dulled, consenetrading on the edges of the plastics. To test if plastic is properly prepped, squirt water on plastic; if it beads off the mold release agent is still on the plastic; if it sheets off, you are ready to install.

2. Remove paper liner and line up two opposite corners and holes first.

3. Work from the middle to the outside. There may be some wrinkles, especially on the exhaust side. Be sure you work the graphics so that there are several small wrinkles and not one big one.

4. Use heat gun to heat up all edges and valleys of graphics to stay conformed to plastic and to shrink wrinkles until they can be pushed flat, do not melt or burn graphics.

5. If any bubbles form pop them with a needle, pulling off graphics multiple times after they are already stuck to bike may damage the graphics.

Take your time, installation and prep is the key to having long lasting graphics.

RED = Most Important

Do exhaust side number plate last! (it is the most difficult) warranties only apply to material defects and not to installation errors.